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clarke seating



Clarke Benches with Metal Caps, Metal Legs and Wood Corner Table 

Clarke High Back Lounge Chair with Wood Legs and Arm Caps

Clarke Low Back Lounge Chair with Metal Legs and Arm Caps



clarke series
A study in lines, planes and angles, the CLARKE seating collection draws inspiration 
from the minimal forms of modern architecture as much as purely functional 
considerations of what ideal comfort and style is meant to be. 

The simple silhouette gives CLARKE a minimal elegance that will be a timeless addition 
to any interior. The subtle angles and sharp lines create an architectural presence that 
finds breadth of expression in a choice of finishes and standard fabrics. The series 
offers the choice of lounge chairs, settees, sofas, and benches with two back heights 
and choice of powder coated steel or one of our many wood finishes

Clarke Low Back Lounge Chairs and Clarke High Back Sofas and Clarke Benches with wood arm caps and legs



Clarke was an unwavering vision from beginning to end. When 
Iconic Revolution partnered with Coriander Designs to develop 
the Clarke Seating Line, a new design process was formed. Iconic 
shared their latest influencers of style, unique functionality, 
and current design trends, and Coriander brought their expert 
knowledge of seating, healthcare, and furniture construction.

With such close collaboration between the designers and 
engineers every step of the way, we were able to see the 
components come together and ensure that they were executed 
according to our original concept. 
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Clarke High Back Settee and Low Back Lounge Chair with Metal Legs
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clarke lounge chairs



The simple silhouette gives Clarke a minimal elegance that 
will be a timeless addition to any interior. The subtle angles 
and sharp lines create an architectural presence that finds 
breadth of expression in a choice of finishes and standard 
fabrics. The series offers the choice of lounge chairs, settees, 
sofas, and benches with two back heights and choice of 
powder coated steel or one of our eighteen wood finishes

lc clarke lounge chairs

W: 33.50 
D: 31.00 
H: 38.00

W: 55.75 
D: 31.00 
H: 38.00

W: 76.75 
D: 31.00 
H: 38.00

9086 clarke lounge chairs
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